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ASCA Tops 7300 Members
for First Time in it’s 53
year history during July!
Thank you to all members for your
commitment to quality coaching and serving
the children of the USA and the world.
ASCA Membership/Certification Numbers
Are Soaring . . .
In 32 of the past 36 months, the ASCA has experienced a
gain in membership numbers. In June of 2008 — our total
membership was 5,762. In June of 2011 — our total membership
is 7,244. An increase of 1,482 memberships. In the past twelve
months, ASCA has grown by 467 members, the 2nd largest
annual increase in the last 25 years. In June of 2008, we had
Certified 10, 325 members in the years from 1985. In June of
2011, we have Certified 12,170 members, an increase of 1,845

Certified Coaches
In the past twelve months, we’ve Certified 754 newly Certified
coaches, the largest single year increase in 25 years. In the past
twelve months, 1958 Required Certification Courses (Levels 1-5
have been successfully completed.) 2,433 Enrichment courses
have been successfully completed. This is the largest increase
in the past twelve years. (We don’t have records for the first
thirteen years of this metric.) In the past twelve months, 769
Coaches have upgraded their level of Coaching Certification,
(from Level 2 to Level 3 for example..) and 1593 coaches have
submitted updates on their education and experience units.
Beginning with this report, we will semi-annually report
status to the membership on both these metrics. The ASCA
Board has received a monthly report including these metrics
every month of the year, for the past twenty five years.
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Around the Deck at the FINA World
Champs, Shanghai, China, July, 2011
By J o h n L eona r d

Maybe never again would we
see such a magnificent venue. In a
city with 27 MILLION people, the
city itself paid over 330 Million US
dollars to construct what is perhaps
the finest aquatic complex in the
world. Dale Neuburger, FINA VP
for the Americas, rated the main
swimming pool and stadium as
perhaps very close to a great NBA
stadium, albeit perhaps with fewer
luxury boxes. (This is Communist
China, after all...) The venue was
marvelous, the conduct of the
competition, largely due to the
fine work of Carol Zaleski and her
technical committee, was superb
and the “show aspects” were
wonderous and enriching. Finalists
were paraded out individually with
spotlights and all sorts of color
and pomp. It was hard not to be
impressed. Certainly the title of
best show, and best organization
were reasonable. FINA gets a big
round of applause for this one.
The Open Water 25 K contest
was not quite so wonderful. Once
again, the water was TOO HOT
for 5 plus hours of hard work . . .
athletes in the 5 and 10 K events
were hot but not unbearable. The
25 K however, saw a dozen athletes
stay out of the competition for fear
of physical problems, including
2 former World Champions — the
temperature reached 31 C at some
points during the race. The only
remaining USA entrant in the 25
was pulled from the race by Coach
Jack Roach before she hurt herself.

Hopefully, more definitive times are
ahead as FINA has commissioned
a study from a New Zealand
University to determine some
absolute limits on cold AND warm
temps in which to compete and we
expect those to be provided to the
Bureau and the Federations in a
matter of months. Those regulations
will definitively decide at what
temperatures races shall and shall
not take place. Slowly the quality
of safety rules improve in FINA after
the tragic death in 2010 of the USA’s
Fran Crippen, much remembered
and much thought about and
discussed in Shanghai.
On the pool deck, the main
topic of swimming prior to the start
of the meet was the decision by
the Court for Arbitration for Sport
(CAS) to allow Cesar Cielo of Brazil
to go penalty free after a positive
doping test for a masking agent.
Cielo claimed contamination of a
supplement and walked away with
a warning. Most competitors on
deck, speaking not with personal
animus, but simply speaking in
defense of the concept of strict
liability, were disgruntled with the
decision and said so loudly in the
press. FINA, which had brought
the case to suspend Cielo for 3
months, did the right thing, but
was not supported by CAS. At this
writing, the specific explanations
from CAS on WHY and under what
circumstances Cielo was excused,
have not been forthcoming, though
it is said they will be available in

30 days. That will surely re-ignite
a thunderstorm. Meanwhile, Cielo
is free to compete and prepare for
the London Olympics. Many skeptics
will surely be interested in results
of his future tests as well as those
of his Brazilian teammates, who, in
the past 18 months, have had more
positive tests than the Chinese at
their very worst. Many are skeptical
of the Brazilian seriousness about
anti-doping. Hosting the Olympic
Games will indeed bring both more
scrutiny and more crazed desire for
success for your athletes.
Other interesting tidbits: From
Russian Coach Gennadi Touretski,
coaching Ian Thorpe in Switzerland,
far from the adoring crowds of
home Australians...” do you know
how good a butterflier this man is?
He’s the best in the world, ever!”
Don’t know if Mr. Phelps or Coach
Bob heard that one...
Michael Phelps gave an opening
date interview that experienced
reporters like Alan Abramson, said
was the finest they have ever heard
from Michael . . . open, honest,
direct, introspective. Goals drive
the man, no news there. Honest
self-evaluation of too many days on
the golf tee and not enough in the
water have given way to enthusiasm
and energy for one last great
push to London and final superb
performances there.
Speaking of Abramson, after
the men’s 400 Free Relay won the
bronze medal in the relay, a bit
of a comedown for the USA, Alan
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noted in his column that many other
American sportsmen could take
a lesson from the USA foursome,
who quickly pointed the finger at
themselves as the reason for the
“failure” and vowed to work harder
to change the result in London. The
directness of our lads was in stark
contrast to the many privileged pro
athletes who, faced with defeat,
spend a lot of time and energy
seeking to put the blame anywhere
but where it belongs. Good on the
boys in the Red, White and Blue.

Every great comeback has to begin
with a “defeat.”
Finally, in the dryside of our
sport, FINA held a special Congress
in Shanghai to provide a muchneeded update to the Rules that
govern the organization, and while
not going perhaps as far as many
of us might like in the western
democracys; went a long way to
improving the old organization.
Next FINA Congress is due in
2013, with an election of a new
President and Bureau a key part

of the agenda for that meeting.
President Julio Maglione made a
point to provide all Federations
with the opportunity in a
democratic way, to contribute ideas
to the dialogue of the year leading
to this Special Congress. Congrats to
him for that. The USA’s proposals
won some and lost some, but we did
get our say, and the overwhelming
majority of nations left Shanghai
happy with the changes.
Next major stop, London. Hold
on tight. Go USA! 

“

They were a people
of sturdy values for
whom ‘good laws’
were no substitute
for ‘good habits.’

”
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Turnmaster Pro:
Optimize Pool Space
for Turn Training,
Practices, and Lessons
Focus on Turns:
Divides one lane into two adding
more walls to practice on

Vinyl Ester Chlorine
Resistant Fiberglass:
Aerospace material is built to
withstand race speed turns and
is resistant to chlorine damage

Simple 2-Person Installation:
Easy to install in minutes
For more information call
888.333.4647

Well-meaning parents fuel kids’
sense of entitlement
By J on Butle r

Rick Burton and Norm O’Reilly
accurately articulated (“The secrets
of leadership are often found at the
bottom,” SportsBusiness Journal,
June 6-12) an all-too-familiar sense
of entitlement among today’s young
adults. But that sense of privilege
begins much earlier than college
years.

Instead of the positive
values of team sports,
they’re learning Mom and
Dad will fight their battles.

As the article points out,
their parents are “history’s most
successful generation,” and many
of those parents are sincerely
determined to see that their
offspring are never less than
successful at any endeavor –
academic, athletic, artistic and
others.
For those of us involved
in youth sports, it becomes
a real dilemma.
In Pop Warner, our rules prevent
tryouts, cutting, and require
mandatory play; yet, we’ve been
forced to defend lawsuits that, at
the most basic level, were filed due
to playing time, or lack thereof.
Beyond the tremendous waste
of our limited organizational
resources defending lawsuits and
the threat of suits, we often think
of the values that the children are
learning.
Instead of the positive values
of team sports, they’re learning
that Mom and Dad will fight their
battles and will make any negative
situations go away.
What a tremendous disservice
to our children!

All of us learn that we win
and we lose in life. I’m not a
psychologist, but I believe that
lesson is most easily and less
painfully learned while young.
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Those of us in the youth sports
world will continue to do our best
to teach sports’ positive values. 
Butler is executive director of
PopWarner Little Scholars Inc.

The Tribal Wisdom of
the Lakota Sioux
The tribal wisdom of the Dakota Indians, passed on from
generation to generation, says that, “When you discover that
you are riding a dead horse, the best strategy is to dismount.”
However, the United States Government often employs more
advanced strategies, such as:
1. Buying a stronger whip.
2. Changing riders.
3. Appointing a committee to study the horse.
4. Arranging to visit other countries to see how other cultures ride horses.
5. Lowering the standards so that dead horses can be more productive.
6. Reclassifying the dead horse as “living-impaired.”
7. Hiring outside contractors to lift the dead horse and move it’s legs.
8. Harnessing several dead horses together to increase speed.
9. Providing additional funding and/or training to increase the dead horse’s
performance.
10.

 oing a productivity study to see if lighter riders would improve the dead
D
horse’s performance.

11.

 eclaring that as the dead horse does not have to be fed, it is less costly, carries
D
lower overhead and therefore contributes substantially more to the bottom line
of the economy than do some other horses.

12.

Rewriting the expected performance requirements for all horses.

And the final solution . . .
13.

Promoting the dead horse to a supervisory position.
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Old Guys on a Yacht
By G eo r ge Block

The Margaritas were cold and
the sun was hot. The boat was
rocking, while we pretended to
fish. Half of us have stepped
off the deck into retirement or
consulting. The other half were
stealing a weekend from the
summer meet marathon. His
bikini-clad staff was taking care
of our every need and I was just
about to doze off when I heard
this discussion begin.

INITIAL COST
OF MEMBERSHIP
IK: We just passed 160 swim
members, but in reality about forty
of those are part of our summer
rec program. Of course I hope to
convert many of those to full year
‘round members. However, I know
that number could be higher if the
cost of membership was lower. I
have had families who looked at
it and said that the cost for USA
Swimming for their three kids for
just the summer was too high.
JL: Personally, I think we are
“maxing out” on what it costs for
USA-Swimming membership. When
you factor in the LSC fees, it’s $60
per swimmer, which I find a tad
high. The most obnoxious are the
swim meet fees......3 splashes a
day, plus a relay, plus a swimmer
surcharge; it comes to around $20/
swimmer day. That doesn’t even
include food, travel, etc.
PH: I have felt for several years
that our Seasonal Membership fee
is too high, but I haven’t heard a
lot of support for making a change.
In large part, that is because of
the financial impact of making that

change. To reduce the fee from
the current $27 (doesn’t include
the LSC portion) to $20 would be a
$200,000 hit to the USA Swimming
budget.
GB: Oh, come on!  That is only
true if we lowered the cost and got
no new members! Lowering the
cost should be AT LEAST revenue
neutral. If we lower the cost and
don’t get significant growth, then
our product is shitty and we should
either rebuild the product or get
out of the business.
JL: Our “product” - which
should be, a fun, entertaining,
swim meet experience, is indeed
shitty at the grass roots level.
That’s where a new, good product
could engage large numbers of
potential new members that
are already swimming! The Rec
leagues have the exact same
number of kids as USA Swimming
in the same geographic area. We
could potentially DOUBLE the size
of the LSC, if we could create a
product that those families want.
Right now, 4-5 hour swim meet
experiences, at high costs, is NOT
that product.
MN: I have a really hard
time believing that if their kid’s
swimming is something important,
that $20 is going to make a
difference. Having walked in your
shoes for lots of years, when I
presented it properly, grandparents
and others always stepped up
to pay the fee. The people who
say the price is too high seem to
always have the money to stop by
McDonalds or Starbucks.
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SUMMER LEAGUE
IK: I am looking at the idea of
setting up my own Summer League,
at five sites and setting us up as an
AAU program because the cost of
membership is $12. I have at least
two sites where we provide most
of the programming for free – the
dollars just aren’t there. I want to
get these kids into the sport and I
see that as an easier way.
Have we given any thoughts
to adding a summer league
membership both for clubs and
swimmers and have it compete with
the costs for AAU membership?   We
could promote clubs starting up
their own summer league programs;
even help them create by-laws, etc.
Let these swimmers be counted
at USA Swimming members with
a special membership that would
only allow them to compete in
the summer league, not any USA
Swimming meets. Even give them
a $5 discount to convert to a year
‘round member.
GB: Guys, you are discussing
“Barriers to Entry.” In my mind,
that is a completely different topic
than costs of the sport, although
they are camouflaged to look alike.  
“Barriers to Entry” must be viewed
as a completely separate issue from
costs to participate, because at
the pre-entry and entry level, the
customer has not yet decided to
participate.
What we have done is form
our own summer league and insure
it ourselves. We have generally
used K&K Insurance. They usually
come in at the best cost and quality

for us. We can insure coaches,
officials, etc., for about $5/person
for the summer. We have gotten
the ribbons (the actual largest cost
of the league) sponsored by turning
them into ads for our sponsors.
Everyone complains, but no one has
offered to pick up the costs in order
to get rid of the ads.
We took the high school
rule book, shrunk it greatly and
amended it slightly, to use in our
league.  We do pay USA-S officials
to run the meets, but train them
that this isn’t a USA-S meet. Those
that can’t get that concept don’t
come back.
We need to keep our barriers
to entry as low as possible: the
lower the barriers, the “bigger the
net” and the “bigger the tent.”
This is actually the biggest issue for
“diversity,” but seldom - if ever discussed.
IK: I agree with you guys.  The
cost for a first-summer swimmer
to enter USA Swimming meets is
prohibitive, we keep it down to
1 day, 3 events and it runs them
$16.  We run our fun meets free and
every swimmer in the heat gets
a ribbon.
We hear teams complain about
“costs” to run meets and I know in
many places around the country it
is prohibitive, but down here the
teams run meets to make $2030,000 a weekend. I am running
the summer league team at the
Boys & Girls Club free this summer.
The only cost is a USA Swimming
membership and I had three
families not able to pay for it. They
are on scholarship to the club and
this is an “up-scale” community!

MEET COSTS and FORMATS
JL: (He sat up, spun around
and got redder as he spoke.)  The

amount going in and out of our
Meet Entry fund is damn near what
comes and goes into our swim
fees account! Our fees are $100
for Senior, $70 for Age Group and
$50 for our Stroke School. We’re
running right at 140 kids right now.
Going to meets costs MORE
for a novice kid than our swim
fees! And I think it does stop some
people. All of it seems expensive
to me. But I’m old. Where are the
sandwiches?  
Where’s my staff?!
PH: I agree.  We do have a
serious issue with swim meets
in general. Swim meets have
become such an important part of
financing clubs, that we now have
LSCs making a variety of rules that
control the marketplace, often
losing sight of the purpose of a swim
meet.
We don’t make decisions based
on growth and development in the
sport; we make decisions based
on ensuring that clubs can run
financially successful swim meets.  
Thus, rather than allowing 3-4 small
invitationals on the same weekend,
LSC scheduling policies force all
teams to go to one gigantic swim
meet that is guaranteed to produce
a hefty profit for the host team.

meet scheduling policies. That
change alone would make swim
meet participation less expensive.
GB: Our LSC went to “free
market” (free market in both entry
fees and meet schedules) meets
quite a few years ago. There was
lots of “angst” about the move,
but it has been WILDLY successful.
The result was creativity in meet
formats (including closed novice
meet leagues) and a proliferation of
meets. The “downside” is that it is
now difficult to get all the top kids
in the same pool.
We have much more access to
the college pools, because we can
afford the rent; and there is a lot
of competition for those pools to
contend with, because teams host
meets with a LOT lower entry fees.
We need more entrepreneurial
meets and fewer socialistic
restrictions. Central planning
ALWAYS fails. The free market
unleashes freedom and creativity.
Meet formats, meet costs and
meet length all suddenly have
to COMPETE! It is a competitive
sport…isn’t it?
MN: I’m going below deck.  
Swimming is THE BEST DEAL in
American sports or recreation. I’m
going to prove it to you.

If LSCs granted multiple
sanctions and did not so tightly
control meet scheduling, I believe
the marketplace would take over
and part of the competition for
attracting teams to your meet
would be the cost of participation.
Well-intended but misguided meet
scheduling policies are so ingrained
in what we do that we don’t even
recognize what is happening.

TA: Quit shouting.  You’re going
to spill my drink. You don’t have
to prove it to us. We all get it. We
have to figure out how to let other
people get it. Besides, you’re just
going down there, because that’s
where the “staff” is. Where’s the
sunscreen?

We need to make some
fundamental changes that will allow
development in the sport to dictate

We all sat up while he showed
us his paper.
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MN: I found it!  I knew I brought
this with me.

Putting it in perspective:

per time or day

The average family of 4 (2 adults and 2 children) pays $33 for tickets
into a theater plus $25 at concessions stand

$58

 he same family pays over $100 for a dinner at a mid-priced sit down
T
restaurant like Red Lobster or a local steak house

$100

Open bowling cost $4.50 per line with most people bowling 3 games                                                                      
4 people x 3 games plus shoe rental and a soda to drink
$70
Entertainment eateries like Chuck E. Cheese, Mr. Biggs, Itz, etc., charge a
family of 4 for admissions, game coupons, and buffet around

$76

 round of golf for 4 people with cart at a public golf course costs around
A
This does not include snack bar.

$220

For a family of 4 to do a take-out chicken family dinner and go to a
public park for a picnic

$32

 or a family of 4 to go to the Zoo
F
This does not include concessions or pay-as-you-go attractions inside

$54

For a family of 4 to go to an amusement park like Six Flags
This does not include concessions or pay-as-you-go attractions

$148

For a family of 4 to visit and tour a cave or similar attraction

$54

For a family of 4 to belong to a health club (based off monthly fee)

$90-140

For a family of 4 to have an all day pass for a pool

$18-22

             

     

The pool = b
 est deal in AMERICA and
we tend to give it away!
The USA Swim Club – better deal yet
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COMPETING for
FAMILY TIME

were losing their best players to a
select club.

JL: OK.  The choir believes.  
Your points are well made, but
people, for some reason, do not
equate going as a family to the
movies, with going as a family to a
swim meet. I have no idea why.

We (American Swimming) have
generally been good at both. We
have low-cost, low-commitment
teams (summer league, high school,
etc.) and “select” teams, with
relatively easy mobility between
the two. Our historic problem
is that critical kids have either
moved too late or moved in the
wrong direction, because the
low-commitment option and the
high-commitment option have been
run by different organizations and
different coaches.

GB: I think that’s because we
have identified the competition
for the pocket, but swimming adds
the additional dimensions of the
calendar and the clock.
We compete with ANY product
or service in the same general
price range. We also compete with
everything that occurs in the same
calendar and clock areas. So, not
only do we compete with soccer, we
compete with Best Buy and cable
television.
The weakness in the chart
is that you are making the daily
choice of swimming compete with
the “one-off” events of a family
bowling night or a trip to the zoo.
Those are a lot better comparisons
for a Saturday swim meet for an 8
and under. Is a Saturday swim meet
the same “quality time” as a trip to
the zoo or an afternoon of bowling?  
That does make us look at the
“experience” of a swim meet!
We are competing for the
parents’ wallet, calendar and clock.
We are competing for the family
experience.
I was sitting down with a
soccer group yesterday that was
suffering from having built such
a large (giant, really) low-cost,
low-commitment league, that now
that they were trying to add their
“select” teams, they were getting
HUGE parental push back. The
parents didn’t want to (a) commit
more time, (b) pay more money, or
(c) feel like “second class citizens
on our own team.” Instead, they

Combining them inside of
one house is the way to go. That
way, the barrier to entry at any
age is low, while the pathway to
achievement is both available
and obvious. Keeping them
philosophically aligned, so they
operate in the best interest of the
athlete, instead of the best interest
of the organization, is the real
critical piece.
MN:  You’re right on target.  I
have another paper that shows the
monthly expenses such as music
lessons, other youth sports such as
golf, tennis, volleyball, gymnastics,
soccer, baseball, etc.
It also shows youth sports and
activities for the families who do
not have the income to spend on
club based youth sports. There
are simply different paths to a
similar destination – kind of like the
educational system itself. For those
who cannot afford the club system,
there is:
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•

•

Parks and Rec: They play an
important part in both the
learn-to-swim progressions
and the rec. swim league.
They can also play a role in
the primary school years
YMCA: They used to play a
role, but seem to be getting

more like the private clubs
with their fees.
•

High Schools: They are
a very important link
providing coaching and
competition during the
14 year old to 18 year old
phase.

•

Colleges: They take over
for the ones who want to
keep getting better.

The weak link is the time
between the learn-to-swim phase
and the high school phase.
TA: (eyes shut, lying back in his
recliner) Spare us the papers.  You
just want to go below with his staff.
This all assumes that the club
coach doesn’t try to go out and
recruit all the best Summer Rec
League swimmers by telling them
that rec league sucks and to get
really good you need to swim year
round. Then next summer, he tells
those kids what a waste of time rec
league swimming is.
Rec league works because it is
one activity in a myriad of seasonal
activities that kids are involved
in. It also goes to the fact that
we, generally speaking, are making
10&unders swim a bunch of hours
every week, then wonder how come
summer league kids - and more
importantly their parents - don’t
want to swim year ‘round.
Johnny practices baseball
maybe two times a week, plus a
game, goes to cub scouts once a
week, karate once a week, but a
lot of teams want novice kids 3 to 4
times a week-is that crazy?  Do the
brand-new kids need to do what the
very best ones do?
We could double the number
of kids, but people would have to
understand that we shouldn’t try to
make this year round! Partnering

EASY AS 1-2 -3
Create a once-ina-lifetime experience
for the team
by bringing in one
of the nation’s best
athletes or coaches!

Tyler Clary

Janet Evans

Brendan Hansen

Clinics Include...
4 hours with the athlete of your choice in and
out of the water
Press Release to distribute to area media
Media before and during the clinic
Select Community Relations /
Charity Opportunity
Contact:

Evan Morgenstein

919.459.5426
Evan@PMGSports.com

Our Athletes: Amanda Beard,
Elaine Breeden, Caroline Burckle,
Clark Burckle, Rowdy Gaines,
Jessica Hardy, Margaret Hoelzer,
Lara Jackson, Cullen Jones, Dagny
Knutson, Jason Lezak, Aaron
Peirsol, Chip Peterson, Eric
Shanteau, Julie Stupp, Dara
Torres, David Walters, Amanda
Weir, Kate Ziegler

www.PMGSports.com

with a local soccer club, gymnastics
program, or hockey team might
make this work and we could
actually encourage kids to try
other sports instead of telling little
Johnny and his mother that they
have to now commit to year round
swimming and, “Oh, by the way,
if you drop out you still owe your
year’s dues.”

OUTREACH
IK: Next year I hope to start a
rec team at a new pool in the next
town over. I can assure you that in
that area Chucky E. Cheese is what
they save up the year to go to, once
a year, for a special occasion. The Y
is the ‘elite’ team for the rich kids.
This town needs a team for kids of
all economic levels.  $57 for year
round swimming, $100 per month
per swimmer and $45 - only one
meet a month - is beyond most of
their thinking or capabilities.
So I am looking for a way to get
kids involved, not lose anyone to
costs, and if they want to become
year ‘round swimmers, find a
way to fund that. I already have
about 20% of my team on partial
to full scholarships. Remember,
this is one of the worst states right
now for both unemployment and
foreclosures.
PH: What about the Outreach
membership for $7?  I am not
familiar with what they do down
here to determine the guidelines
for eligibility for the Outreach
membership, but it sounds like at
least some of your kids might be
eligible.

BUSINESS MODEL
MN: We cannot price ourselves
down past the point of covering the
cost of doing business. It is like
Macy’s trying to compete with
Wal-Mart.

I say this because not a week
went by that someone would
mention how high our team’s
fees were. If they had what I
thought was a reasonable point, I
would hand them a work/partial
scholarship application. They
seldom returned it.
What I found was that they
either were seeing if they could
get a deal, or simply were looking
for reasons not to make the
commitment and wanted it to be
my fault, not theirs. You want to
grow in the direction of members
being able to commit to the next
step in the sport – both financially
and time wise. Growth for the
sake of numbers is not a plan. My
opinion is probably not a popular
one, but I see way too many clubs/
teams in financial distress because
they did not have a sustainable plan
and stick to it.
Note* We worked with
AMCUCS – Rotary Club – DAR – Bank
Boards – Chamber of Commerce –
Car Dealerships – etc., to secure
swimmer scholarships. We usually
had 10 to 15 in reserve. They
always had a “give back to our
team” as a part of the scholarship.
If the swimmer was 12 and older
they did work at the pool. If they
were younger, the parent worked at
our meets. They have to have some
skin in the game or it is a bread
line. No one wins then.
PH: Given the associated
expense of belonging to a swim
team, I don’t believe that the USA-S
membership fee is a barrier to
participation. That said, I do think
we are nearing the upper end of
what the marketplace will bear.
In analyzing what you receive
in return for the fee, it is easy to
focus only on direct benefits such as
meet participation, insurance, etc.
It is really easy to underestimate
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the portion of that fee that funds
the infrastructure of the sport. In
order to run the sport, someone has
to pay for the cost of maintaining a
set of rules that other organizations
utilize; the cost of training officials;
the cost of educating coaches; the
cost of adjudicating disagreements;
the cost of developing a times
database; and the cost of governing
the sport.
Other swimming organizations
– the Y, the AAU, high schools,
the NCAA, even summer leagues benefit from the infrastructure that
USA Swimming provides. I know
that it is hard to explain all of that
to new members, but it is definitely
part of the benefit all members
receive.

CREATING CHANGE
JL: I know you guys are all
concerned about this stuff, but
what USA Swimming Committees are
deeply engaged in communications
and discussion about this stuff?   
That’s the group I want to get
actively engaged and participating
with. This problem has grown out
of control!
TA: (eyes still shut – voice
barely audible) Maybe you should
have a meeting on your yacht…
JL: At every meet, I talk
with intelligent, committed
USA Swimming coaches who are
completely dissatisfied with the way
their LSCs handle money and swim
meets. USA Swimming is taking
the flak and abuse for what is an
LSC problem!
We need to return swim meets
to the service mode. I know the
challenges we face down here to
do that, but I hear from all parts of
the country that similar problems
exist. If the need is there, we need
to creatively engage in problem
solving.

Official partner of

TM

With every LSC I know of sitting
on a PILE of money, this is not an
impossible to solve problem, but it
needs addressing ASAP.
TA: (now wide awake) The Club
Development committee spent
a lot of time talking about swim
meets at their last meeting. They
are the ones that have to do this
and possibly broaden it to also
have the Age Group Development
Committee look at it. However,
every committee in USA Swimming
is filled with LSC reps whose own
LSCs tightly control everything.
JL: We can’t let anyone’s
personalities and individual
preferences stand in the way of

a good discussion that MIGHT
be fruitful and will at least be
educational, yes?  A whole lot of
people think meets are a huge
problem that needs addressing.
USA Swimming is taking heat
for NOT imposing some sort of
conditions on the LSC’s about this and you don’t need to remind me of
the utter irony of that.
GB: The “conditions” need to
be what our Constitution used to
be – LIMITS on government. In this
case the LSCs need to be limited in
their ability to restrict the freedom
and creativity of our clubs – even
the freedom to make mistakes.
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OLD GUYS
JL:  I’m going to fire them all!  
I shouldn’t have to be this busy
supervising the staff on my yacht.
Now it sounds like the dancing girls
are getting unruly. I’ll be back.
TA: That’s what he says
whenever he has to pee. Old guys.
Shit. 
(Editors Note- Y’all do recognize the
sarcasm and parody in the first paragraph,
I trust. JL)
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Future of FINA
By C r aig L o r d , S wi m N ews

Part 3: Integrity
and Intent
In the third part of our
series on the future of
FINA as the international
governing body considers
constitutional change at
an extraordinary Congress
in Shanghai this July, we
consider one of those
proposals that needs
careful consideration and
could be used for better
or for worse: “C 12.1.3
for bringing the sport into
disrepute including but
not limited to falsely and
openly questioning the
integrity of FINA.”
As members consider how to
vote next month, they may wish to
consider five areas of concern:
The words: the current
wording of “bringing the sport into
disrepute” is to be linked, via a
bridge of “including but not limited
to…”, to the term “falsely and
openly questioning the integrity of
FINA”. The problem in the phrase
in its entirety is one of potential
conflict and contradiction. The
experience of the IOC in 1998 and
at other times along the way, and
FIFA of late tells us just about
everything we need to know about
the problems inherent in the
proposed wording.

Precision: what are we to make
of “but not limited to”? It could be
simply a catch-all phrase designed
to protect FINA from malevolent
actions and claims of a kind the
federation cannot predict; it could
also be a catch-all that is abused by
those who have had power vested
in them, people who believe ‘FINA’
means them, when in fact it means
all passing through the institution.
In the same vein, debates that
hinge on matters of integrity say anti-doping debates - place
members of FINA on opposite sides
of the argument. Yet it would be
right for all questions to be raised
in such a debate, including the right
of individuals to call into question
the integrity of individuals who
suggest that the best way forward is
to open the medicine cabinet for all
(and yes, I have heard FINA highflyers say precisely that back down
the years).
Application: FINA, based
in Lausanne, is subject to and
protected by Swiss law. However,
the federation could easily find
itself up against parties who call on
the laws and rights of Europeans,
Americans and others if it enters
into conflict with those who have
a legitimate right to question
- supported in law and indeed
national constitutions in some
cases.
Who decides: “Sanctions shall
be imposed by the FINA Executive.”
What if it is the FINA Executive
that is being questioned? It would
be wise for a provision to be made
that obliged those at the centre
of any allegations, whether those
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turn out to be false or accurate,
to step aside from the decisionmaking process in favour of an
independent panel charged with
judging the issues dispassionately
before entering discussion with FINA
lawyers and deciding “case or
no case.”
The sport: the current wording
emphasizes “bringing the sport into
disrepute”. The key is “the sport”
and it is a good clause to have in
the constitution for it means all
who play a role in the sport. What
FINA wished now to do is to say
that FINA itself, not the sports it
represents, should be somehow
protected beyond all in the sport.
“The sport” is not FINA, “The sport”
is what FINA is the guardian of. The
difference matters.
As John Leonard, director of
the American Swimming Coaches
Association, an organisation at the
heart of “the sport” but not FINA,
puts it : “ I have never personally
done anything, I believe, but praise
and support our ‘sport’. I have been
brutal in my written evaluations
of FINA from time to time. I have
never brought the sport in to
disrepute. I hope I have, from time
to time, expressed my disdain for
the way FINA conducts itself. But
FINA Is not the sport. FINA is an
organization that all of us grant
the right to conduct international
competition make and its rules.”
Similar sentiments are expressed
by a host of people who live in
nations where expressing opinions
is not only allowed and valid but
encouraged.

Writing into any constitution
a potential plague on any who call
your house into question raises its
own question: why go that far, given
that we have laws of defamation
to fall back on. If someone says
“Fred Bloggs, the emperor of FINA’s
Party Service took a bribe from
Slinky Suits Ltd and has bought a
mansion in the Maldives on the
proceeds” and that happens to be
false, then banning him will not
take the accusation away. Indeed,
to many who may be of the same
mind as the accuser, FINA will
simply be held up as an organisation
that organises kangaroo courts to
combat any who criticise individuals
at the helm of the federation. Not
in FINA’s interest, and certainly
not in swimming’s interest, to
be perceived in that light. Much
better for the individual who feels
wronged, or indeed FINA if needs
be, to let the air of the courtroom
in and defend itself against
falsehood by letting the evidence
shine in a proper legal forum. In
other words, such things require a
suit of a different kind - and there
is no need for anyone in FINA to
hide behind the organisation if that
organisation is sound.
We cannot judge that on the
simple words of a body that is
perceived to want to write into its
constitution that its integrity ought
not to be challenged. Actions and
managerial behaviour and practice
speak louder than words, even
words in constitutions. Checks
and balances are essential. It is
critical for any who serve on the
FINA Bureau, committees and
commissions (including the FINA
Press Commission of which I am
a member), swimmers, coaches
and federations around the world
to raise questions and there are
times when those are best put in

a public forum, even if they may
be perceived by some to call into
question the integrity of FINA.
Any proposal intended to dent
that right, by design or accident,
in constitutional form, ought to
be questioned, for even if we
are blessed with leaders as pure
as driven snow now, those about
to vote cannot predict who the
guardians of the future will be,
while history is not encouraging on
a number of fronts.
In FINA context, here are three
examples:
A leading FINA official sits at a
dinner in a public place with leading
figures from the world of sports
and politics, including investors in
swimming. In the course of talking
about suits, the official attempts
to justify what has already been
banned by FINA by suggesting that
it is thrilling to watch two doped
athletes do battle, and that most
people don’t care if the athletes
are doped. Question: which of
two options ought we to go with pursue a case against the official
for undoubtedly bringing the sport
of swimming into disrepute (it
is against the rules of FINA and
international sport, Olympic and
WADA Codes to use doping); or
pursue a case against the official,
swimmer, journalist or any other
who leaves the room and reports
what he or she has heard and asks
‘why has FINA not reprimanded
that official’ - a question that could
be said to call FINA’s integrity into
question.
The GDR - no records, no
reprimands, no removal of a single
award, FINA pin or any other
accolade from people (not talking
about the athletes) who now
have criminal records for abusing
under-age athletes and feeding
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them vast quantities of steroids
and other substances, some never
tested on lab rats before being
given to teenagers. All on the
record. Correct, many feel, to ask
the question - why is Dr Lothar
Kipke, a convicted criminal, still
listed among those honoured with
a FINA Pin when what FINA ought
to have done was strip the bastard
of any honour and put out a short
statement to the effect of: “In
accordance with FINA rules, we do
not condone any form of cheating,
the supply of banned substances,
coercion and abuse of athletes…
and in recognition that this man
is a convicted criminal under the
national laws of Germany, one of
our members, we strip him of his
honour just as we take medals away
from athletes who test positive
for doping)”. What is proposed
for FINA’s constitution could lead
to a man who describes FINA as
“incompetent” being banned, while
Kipke, a man criticised by his own
Stasi secret-police watcher as a
brute who took sadistic pleasure
in ramming needles into athletes,
would remain among the ranks of
those honoured by the organisation.
The tendency to leave sleeping dogs
to lie has caused many to call into
question the integrity of FINA. But
should FINA ever attempt to muzzle
such questions? It did so on China
in the 1990s - and it was wrong to
do so.
Fran Crippen lost his life in a
FINA 10km race off the coast of the
UAE last October. There were two
investigations, one in the US, one
by FINA. There were communication
problems along the way, some of
which left many to question FINA’s
intention. Questions of integrity
were raised. Those questions forced
FINA to stare at issues from more
angles than it might have. Those
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questions were also helpful to
FINA and its understanding: of the
death of a young man that ought
to have been avoided, of its own
problems, of problems related to
the status of open water swimming
within federations international
and domestic, of problems in the
way FINA enters relationships with
bidders and hosts, of problems
in communication and crisis
management. Questions that
could easily have been perceived
and judged to have called FINA’s
integrity into question were
essential and extremely useful to
FINA. Just as many thought that the
international federation would call
it wrong, FINA emerged in a much
better light with many people - by
publishing a report that criticised
the organisation and highlighted
problems that needed to be solved.
In the face of tragedy, the Fran
Crippen Task Force report marked
a watershed in FINA history: it was
the first time an athlete had died
in FINA waters - and it was the
moment FINA learned that raising
questions about how you do things,
how things might have been done
better, questions that from time
to time do indeed raise issues of
integrity, puts you on the path to
a better future and makes for a
safer and healthier environment for
athletes.
Lessons do not only come from
within, of course. Set FINA aside
for a moment and consider the lot
of other bodies who work within
similar tramlines and systems. Their
experience can help FINA to see the
storm approaching long before the
rain starts falling - in other words,
avoid having to take shelter each
time controversy calls by staying
clear of the storm in the first place
through good governance.

I stand with the likes of Jens
Weinreich and other journalistic
colleagues who see matters of
integrity in black and white, for
colouring the issue is fodder to
those of weasel words and ill-intent.
In a blog this week, Weinreich
tackles the thorny subject of
Germany’s failure to systematically
take on the fight against doping and
corruption in sport. He notes the
initiative of the Bavarian Minister
of Justice Beate Merk, who pressed
for a “law to fight doping and
corruption in sport”. The move
failed spectacularly, in the main,
the reporter notes, because of
the lobbying of sports federations
and their own lobbyists, partners
and sponsors (and that scenario
does not only apply to Germany, of
course). If you can read German, I
commend Weinreich’s site to you and brace yourself before you take
the plunge. He concludes: “And
if the sports partners Siemens,
Adidas, Telekom, Daimler, Bavarian,
BMW, Volkswagen, Allianz should
feel the urge to call: they can do
something about corruption. Quite
simply: sponsor this blog or invest
in other journalistic work; it would
be a pleasure to talk to them about
research projects. A good expose
is not so expensive at all - you just
have to want to do it.”
Now there’s a challenge
for those who say they sponsor
sport because they have the best
interests of sports and athletes
at heart. We have to assume that
those involved in world sport
want clean sport conducted in a
transparent financial, commercial
and organisational framework. The
standards of decency expected of
athletes matched in the boardroom,
so to speak. Yet dark clouds of
history hover over the troubled
plains of sporting governance. Just
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as the cheating athlete, coach
or doctor prepares in secret and
attempts to present a different
face in public, so does the corrupt
official do one thing in the light and
another in the dark. As Weinreich
puts it: systematic deceit.
The model of bodies such as the
IOC, FIFA and many international
federations in the Olympic
realm, is based on a German
invention: former Adidas boss Horst
Dassler created marketing body
International Sport and Leisure
(ISL) as an interface between those
with the money (and that started
to boom in Olympic circles from
the 1980s) who wanted contracts
and worldwide exposure that
linked them to the fit, healthy
and wholesome image of modern
gladiators, and those who could
provide that platform in return for
a fat fee, the destination of which
was sometimes kept secret because
to have declared it would surely
have converted “willing volunteer”
to “greedy fat-cat on the make”.
Ultimately, it all went badly wrong:
ISL collapsed - and from the spill
and the work of investigative
journalists came accusations,
then allegations, then proof of
corruption on a monstrous scale,
with bribes paid to high-ranking
sports officials running to more than
100 million Swiss francs, according
to investigators. The scandal did
not stop at ISL. Along the way, some
were caught with their hand in a
number of tills, including money
paid by hosts or agents of hosts to
secure success for their bids. To
those in the same bidding process
but unaware of the corruption:
fraud. Some officials were ejected,
and now the spectre of Salt Lake
City 1998 that visited the IOC is
here to haunt FIFA.

There are allegations - a vast
and widespread soup for suspicion in
the mix - that some can represent
the tip of a larger body of dark
matter, while some of those named
and shamed as having played a key
part in past corruption continue
to be seen swigging cocktails with
sports leaders and even journalists,
some of whom fall into the category
best-loved by those who govern
sport: “you’re just here to cover
the swimming,” as one politician
once said to me, his desire blinding
him to reality and truth.
Actually, what reporters and
writers are also there to do is
inform readers about the likes of
what has been described as the ISL
bribery system, a 138 million Swiss
francs handout to high-ranking
officials in Olympic sport.
Some weeks ago, Jens
Weinreich reported a conversation
he had with head of the
international handball federation
Hassan Moustafa: “We are a
handball family. If anybody has a
problem, we have to find a solution
within our family - not outside the
family.”
Such comments are reasonably
common. I have heard them myself.
It is as though such people believe
themselves to be beyond the
common laws that bind us, beyond
having to account, beyond having
to justify their positions, decisions
and methods. You can read much
more about that in the 1992 book
“The Lords of the Rings” written by
Andrew Jennings and Vyv Simpson
and subsequent publications and
reports that stemmed from it.
What it all led to was the
2008 ISL bribery court case in Zug,
Switzerland, via FIFA threatening
to sue ISL and then withdrawing
that threat after deals were done.

The Swiss court verdict was handed
down in 179 pages. In Swiss law, it
came down to this: reporters were
not allowed to report the details
of those pages in full; and bribery,
at the time in question, was not a
crime in Switzerland, the country
that hosts the IOC and many of
its member federations, including
FINA. The ISL system of paying sport
officials was determined, the court
in Zug heard, with accountants and
lawyers and was officially permitted
by the Swiss Tax Authorities.
None of which changes this
fact: ISL paid more than 100 million
Swiss francs to men who go by the
name of “volunteer”, who are in
it “for the love of the sport”, who
“sacrifice so much in dedication to
sport”. Actually, some of them were
in it for the money - huge amounts
of it - and working within a selfprotection network of associates
and acquaintances making each
other filthy rich without declaring
any of that to athletes, coaches,
parents, viewers, journalists,
domestic tax authorities back in
home countries where Swiss law
does not govern or protect the
individuals concerned, and the rest
of the wider world.
Is it fair to call all of what
has unfolded ‘corruption’, a
term defined by Transparency
International as “the misuse of
entrusted power for private gain”?
I let you decide. To help you out,
here are some quotes from the Zug
court case:
Christoph Malms, former Chief
Executive of ISL: “I was told the
company would not have existed if
it had not made such payments. I
was always told they went to wellknown decision-makers in the world
of sports politics.”

Hans-Juerg Schmid, former
Head of Finance for ISL: “If we
hadn’t made the payments, the
other parties wouldn’t have signed
the contracts. It was like paying
salaries. Otherwise they would
have stopped working immediately!
The other side doesn’t want to be
named, that is the very sensitive
aspect of this business.”
In other words: secrecy, behind
closed doors, you scratch my back
I scratch yours are the watchwords
that stand in stark contrast to the
public face of “family”, “love of
sport”, “the interests of the youth
of the world” and so on and so
forth.
To get an idea of the scale of a
system that deserves to be exposed
and felled, read Jens Weinreich in
English, as he reported at the time
when head of the ISL operation
was Jean-Marie Weber, who has
been described as “The Bagman”,
was fined for embezzling cash
that he refused to account for. He
also refused to identify recipients
of all that money he handed out
through ISL, telling the Swiss
authorities: “These payments were
confidential and I must respect that
confidentiality.”
It is a world that we believe,
pray and hope has never and does
not now apply to FINA, merely
one that offers warning signs as
temptation grows in tune with the
amount of money flowing into and
through aquatic sports. FINA already
understands the meaning of all that
happened with the IOC and FIFA
and ISL: FINA is listed on ISL/ISMM’s
accounts for 1997-2007, according
to Swiss court documents. It has
subsequently worked with Dentsu
and individuals who worked in the
business at the time ISL was in full
swing.
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Today, FINA works with
marketing agents as it deals with
broadcasters, sponsors, partners
and others wedded to driving
their businesses by paying for a
role in the world of swimming.
As FINA gets ready to consider its
constitution this summer, it would
have been far more heartening
to see less concentration on any
deemed to have “falsely and
openly” questioned the integrity

of FINA and far more focus on how
the organisation intends to avoid
being drawn into any questionable
practices related to deal-making. A
code of conduct aimed at officials
who carry responsibility and ought
to work within a framework and
financial structure transparent
for all members of a “no-profit”
organisation to see and approve of
would be a good start. Such things,
like anti-doping rules, are not
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called for because anyone wishes
to accuse people falsely, they are
there because we all recognise
human nature and its potential to
do harm.
FINA has a chance to set a new
standard and tone in international
sport, to be a pioneer. That takes
courage - but the rewards are
immense. 
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